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   Abstract  

 

A Mobile application is a software developed specifically for the use of wireless devices such as tablets and mobile phones instead 

using laptops or desktop computers. This technology enables us to create applications that serves multiple purposes. In this paper, 

we are proposing an app which enables customers to book servicemen in just a click. Customer have to register with us to avail 

our service after which they can choose the problems that they incur with their AC units and book a serviceman. Our app also 

enables our customer to track their serviceman which is an added advantage so that, they can track their serviceman till they reach 

their doorstep through the GPS located in their mobile units. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Mobile computing is a computer and human interaction in which a computer is transported while in normal usage which allows 

transmission of data, video and voice. The mobile computing involves software, hardware and communication and it also includes 

ad-hoc networks, communication properties, data formats, protocols and concrete technologies. Hardware includes mobile devices 

such as mobile phone and tablets. The Software deals with requirements of the mobile apps. The main concept of mobile computing 

involves: 

 Mobile communication 

 Mobile hardware 

 Mobile software 

Mobile computing provides us the following features: Portability, Connectivity, Social interactivity, Individuality and Portability. 

The advantages of using mobile computing are: 

1) Flexibility of location 

2) Saves time 

3) Enhanced productivity 

4) Ease of research 

5) Entertainment 

6) Streamlining of business processes  

There are 3 main types of mobile applications. 

A. Hybrid App 

This type of application has cross-platform compatibility but can still access a phone’s hardware. 

B. Dedicated Web App 

A website that is tailored to function on a mobile device. These are tailored to a specific platform and will not work on other 

smartphones or feature phones. 

C. Generic Mobile App  

A mobile website that will work with all mobile phones. In the early stages of the Smartphone market, most apps were tailored to 

the iPhone. 

II. RELATED WORKS 

We made references to the following papers before proposing the app. 

A. App’s User Interface 

Zhenzhen Zhao [1] revolves around the professional way of creating branded mobile apps. The standards and metrics involved in 

creating a branded mobile app includes the position of logo, font etc. The disadvantage in this paper is it doesn’t involve databases 

its basically about designing the User Interface. 
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B. Tracking Users 

Zuojian Zhou [2], GPS plays a vital role in creating mobile apps this paper involves how to effectively make use of GPS big data 

and tracking of taxis based on the data received from the GPS system. The drawback in this paper is that the refresh rate set for 

receiving the location information is high. 

C. Using GPS Data 

Simon Harding [3], the paper involves the procedure to extract GPS data from the user’s mobile units. But, it fails to track user 

and their position. 

The existing service apps does not have an option to track the serviceman but the proposed app has the feature. 

GPS and database play an important role in the development of mobile apps and are very effective in performing the required 

tasks. 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

The software application is designed to run on mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets. Most of these devices are come 

with pre-installed soft wares such as browser, maps, calendar, music, media and email. Some pre-installed applications can be 

removed thus leaving more storage space. Some devices can be rooted when the software does not allow to eliminate apps. 

The mobile applications are often different from the desktop applications that run on computers, and in mobile phones 

the web applications run on web browsers rather than in mobiles directly. 

Mobile applications were originally offered for general productivity and information retrieval, comprising calendar, 

emails, contacts, stock market and weather information. 

However, public demand and the availability of developer tools drove rapid expansion into other categories, such as those 

handled by desktop application software packages. As with other software, the explosion in number and variety of apps made 

discovery a challenge, which in turn led to the creation of a wide range of review, recommendation, and curation sources, including 

blogs, magazines, and dedicated online app-discovery services. 

 
Fig. 1: System model 

The system model describes the interaction between the user and the service man with the AC Care app. The app gets 

consistent location information from the GPS units. 

The proposed app consists of a client (user app) and a server (serviceman app). 

The login and register modules are same for both the apps except that serviceman app gets an extra ID number for security reasons. 

The problems module consists of the list of problems that could occur in AC.  

The map module is used to track the serviceman from their location till user’s place.  
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The rating module enables the users to rate the serviceman. 

The serviceman app consists of a problems module which displays user requests in addition to login and register module. 

IV. ALGORITHM 

The proposed app have to allot serviceman to the user using an allocation algorithm which provides service to the user as soon as 

possible. We make use of the nearest neighbour algorithm to serve this purpose. 

k-Nearest Neighbor 

Classify (A, B, z)  

//A: Training data, B: class labels of X , z: unknown sample 

For i=1 to j do  

   Compute distance d (Ai, z) 

end for 

Compute set I containing indices for the smallest distances d (Ai, z). 

return majority label for {Bi where i € I}  

The proposed app locates the user and fixes a range of 2 kms. Thereby, the servicemen within the specified range will be given a 

service request. 

V. APP IMPLEMENTATION 

In the app proposed, we have said that there will be an app for the user and an app for the serviceman. The user app contains a 

login and register page for authentication and authorization which is connected to an in-built SQLite database. The next page 

contains the list of possible problems that could occur in AC. The user is allowed to choose the observed problems in their AC 

units. After which the serviceman who accepts user’s request will be linked and his corresponding contact number and location 

will be shared to the user from there he will be tracked. After the completion of service user will be rating the serviceman. The 

proposed app will have great features of tracking the user and rating the service man. 

 
Fig. 2: Login page 
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Fig. 3: Register page 

 
Fig. 4: Problems list 

 
Fig. 5: Serviceman details 
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Fig. 6: Rating 

VI. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK 

As, it is a service app it is useful for everyone in this modern life. We later plan to elevate this service app by including all the 

home services across pan India. Our app keeps the user tension free regarding the condition of their AC units. 
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